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This collection of poetry contains a brief

introduction, one half discussing Gary Snyder's ideas on

poetry in his essay, "Poetry and the Primitive," the other

half of the introduction examining the successive revisions

of a poem of mine. The examination is not an explication,

but rather a look at the technique used in composing this

poem.

The body of the thesis is a collection of my poetry

which I have written within the last four years. The poems

speak both of experience and postulation of ideas. Though

they do not follow any select pattern of thought or form,

there is some connection between them in their subject

matter.



INTRODUCTION

I, dazzled

as one is, until one discovers

there is no other issue than

the moment of

the pleasure of

this plum,

these things

which don't carry their end any further than

their reality in

themselves

(Charles Olson, The Maximus Poems)

This introduction to my thesis serves both as a

discussion of a couple of writers I like and a discussion of

a poem I wrote, examining its successive revisions. My

purpose is neither to list influences (the word suggests I

put more absolute value on my work than I do) nor to

explicate the poem (it should do everything it needs to

within itself, or at least explication is not my job).

These tasks belong to older, published poets. This prose

section is a vehicle for conversation with others who have

read the writers I mention and might want to read my poetry.

1
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Some Writers' Views

During the twentieth century, poetry has adopted many

changes in form and definition, such as Modernism, Beat,

Imagism, Projectivism, Confessionalism. One of the most

interesting recent attempts would be Gary Snyder's. Though

he is often grouped with the Beats, his ideas are really

quite different from those of the movement. Some of his

ideas on poetry are collected in his book of essays Earth

House Hold. Snyder writes what is frequently called "Nature

Poetry." His definition of poetry reflects his interests in

wilderness and primitive culture, but this is not to say

that it is a cheap self-justification of his work. In his

essay "Poetry and the Primitive" he defines poetry:

. . . as the skilled and inspired use of the voice

and language to embody rare and powerful states of

mind that are in immediate origin personal to the

singer, but at deep levels common to all who

listen. (117)

Snyder leaves the definition very broad. He does not

distinguish poetry by form. Certainly his definition could

be applied to other literary works (novels, short stories or

plays) not commonly thought of as poetry. He is not

concerned with separating poetry and prose. This separation

usually loses any real meaning in rhetorical question-

begging. Instead, he says the function of poetry is its

definition. Its function is to "embody rare and powerful
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states of mind." These embodiments are both intimate to the

writer and yet "common to all who listen." The word

"common" should be stressed in Snyder's definition, because

if the poetry were not accessible to those who listen, it

would not function as successful poetry. His emphasis on

"common" comes from his work on primitive cultures and their

use of poetry.

The reader's next question might be, "What is common?"

Again, Snyder looks back to the topics of poetry in

primitive cultures:

Poetry must sing or speak from authentic

experience. Of all the streams of civilized

tradition with roots in the paleolithic, poetry is

one of the few that can realistically claim an

unchanged function and a relevance which will

outlast most of the activities that surround us

today. Poets, as few others, must live close to

the world that primitive men are in: the world, in

its nakedness, which is fundamental for all of us

--birth, love, death; the sheer fact of being

alive. (118)

Poetry's accessibility must come from its use of "authentic

experience." For poetry to be understood it must address a

common base of experience. Most people, though, overlook

this daily life, so poetry works to point out these

meaningful experiences. This function has not changed from
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primitive to modern times. The poet must give voice to

those experiences which confront all people (birth, love,

death), not as a moralist directing the way in which the

reader should act, but, instead, discussing the essence of

the event. Poets, as their profession requires, "must live

close to the world primitive men are in." Primitive man

faces these experiences in an immediate manner; the

experience is a raw fact confronting him, while most people

experience similar events in an indirect manner (both birth

and death are now usually separated from people by sterile

walls). He says:

The shaman-poet is simply the man whose mind

reaches easily out into all manners of shapes and

other lives, and gives song to dreams. Poets have

carried this function forward all through

civilized [primitive cultures included] times:

poets don't sing about society, they sing about

nature--even if the closest they ever get is their

lady's queynt. (122)

Nature to Snyder means both wilderness and man's basic

experiences (birth, sex, death). The primitive's "common"

takes place in wilderness; therefore, he is living in the

most immediate state.

I do not think that Snyder is claiming that poets are

qualitatively better than non-poets. Instead, poets just

live "closer" to these experiences. By living closer the
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poet can sing of the experience and show the commonality

between people. I reiterate that the difference, here, is

between poet and listener, but the difference between

primitives and moderns is certainly a concern for Snyder.

As he sees it, adequately understanding poetry's

function involves examining primitives in a new, more

positive way, for from the primitive's use of poetry is

derived its purpose. To Snyder, contemporary civilization

has "progressed" from many of the essential aspects of being

a human community. He asserts, "One of the most remarkable

intuitions of Western thought was Rousseau's Noble Savage:

the idea that perhaps civilization has something to learn

from the primitive" (120). What primitives have to show us

is much like what the poet shows us (the necessity of a

voice discussing the essence of incidents):

We all know what primitive cultures don't

have. What they do have is this knowledge of

connection and responsibility which amounts

to a spiritual ascesis for the whole

community. . . . Class-structured

civilized society is a kind of mass ego. To

transcend the ego is to go beyond society as

well. 'Beyond' there lies, inwardly, the

unconscious. Outwardly, the equivalent of

the unconscious is the wilderness: both of
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these terms meet, one step even farther on,

as one. (121-2)

From the primitive, modern man can understand both

"responsibility" within the human community and "knowledge

of connection" to both others and the environment.

Similarly, the listener can see the same ideas within

poetry. Though in many ways this seems a kind of

didacticism, Snyder, instead, is pointing a way to a common

ground for both society and poetry. By looking back to the

primitives or looking outward to wilderness, he is trying to

secure this connection.

Taking everything into account that Snyder has

mentioned, what then is successful poetry? The most

succinct and straightforward explanation I found was Galway

Kinnell's. In a collection of interviews, The Craft of

Poetry, he says:

We have to feel our own evolutionary roots and

know that we belong to life in the same way as do

other animals and the plants and stones. . . .

The real nature poem will not exclude man and deal

only with animals and plants and stones; it will

be a poem in which we men refeel in ourselves our

own animal and plant and stone life, our own deep

connection with all other beings, a connection

which resembles the attachment an animal has for

an animal. . . . Now, for the first time in a
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long time, there is a kind of countermotion toward

the natural, toward connection with the life of

the planet. (107)

This poetry embodies both the primitive mind and

consideration for wilderness. It harks back to an idea of

connection between people and connection to land. It

responds to the twentieth-century notion of isolation of

self by looking at our deepest root of connection,

evolution. By reassessing our evolutionary roots moderns

may regain a sense of "attachment." As Snyder says, "Such

poesies will be created by us as we reinhabit this land with

people who know they belong to it; for whom 'primitive' is

not a word that means past, but primary and future. (The

Old Ways 42-3)

Snyder's ideas on poetry are certainly not mainstream

and have not won overwhelming support. Many have called his

poetry and his poetic theory didactic, and some refer to it

as excursus religious text. I do not think these are valid

criticisms because of his primary concern of commonality and

connection within the poetry. He seeks to return poetry to

its primitive function, a voice for the connection between

humans and the land they live upon.
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Revisions of a Poem

In choosing a poem for this section, I selected a poem

which I wrote while reading Snyder's Turtle Island, not

because it typifies Snyder's ideas, but because it lends

itself to a certain symmetry with the preceding section.

The poem is a description of a hiking trip I took

during March '88 with a philosophy professor, his son, and a

fellow student. We left quite early in the 4:00 A.M. and

arrived at Guadelupe National Park at noon. We hiked to the

first campsite near the south face of the range and made

camp. The poem rather journalistically lists the happenings

during the three days of hiking that followed. The final

day of the trip I decided to list some of the events in a

poem. The first version is as follows:

We sat around the camp stove, drinking/slurping

Red Zinger, we invoked the name of Muir. The

trees curled over, the ground rolled into taste,

snowy pineneedle water.

It was later in the day, standing on the ridge of Bear Creek

Canyon, that I continued:

we chipped and boiled. I did not know it

possible, until those pines, those in Bear Creek

Canyon's steep sides. the limestone, the ancient

reef, relief, imbroglio of life The gray hollow

highway lay below on the brown-pink desert lay

in wavering heat stillness.
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I usually do not write my initial musings in any particular

form, so I did not manipulate the manuscript to make what is

seen above.

It was approximately two weeks later that I decided to

pick up the material and began work again. Waiting is not

really a habit of mine. I don't have a set way of putting

manuscripts into final form. The final form usually results

from a combination of procrastination, frustration (simply

getting tired of looking at it), and inspiration. The last

part isn't really a grand thing. What it means is that I

finally figured out what I wanted to say in the manuscript

and what form I thought it would be most successful. Since

the manuscript was very much in the style of a journal, I

decided to give the poem a similar form. The second

revision went as follows:

I. Snow first morning

Hot-cool breeze the mule deer left for cover.

White temples moving down

disappearing before touching

our faces.

II. The philosopher took

us along with his small son.

Pete! Petey! Not too far!

The antelope feet of his young!

Yeah, dad!
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III. As we sat around the camp stove

the philosopher invoked the name of Muir.

A wild call to stone during dusk.

Birds did chirp.

IV. I did not know it possible, this

harking, until I saw those

ponderosa pines in Bear Canyon's steep sides,

the limestone, the ancient reef.

The trees rolled into taste

the snowy pine needle water

we had the night before.

Bottom of the cliff

brown-pink desert lay in

wavering heat stillness.

Much of what I do in revising a poem is to further

define what I am talking about. After deciding upon the

emphasis, I then know which details are important to point

out. In the above poem it was during this stage of revision

I saw the significance of the invocation and the emotional

response I felt to it while standing on the ridge of the

canyon. It seemed that the best way to build up to that

event was to stress the journey. By describing certain

"photographs" of the journey I wanted the reader to

understand the significance of the place. For in some ways,

that is the whole poem. Also by focusing on the
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significance of place, I was able to do away with

unnecessary extras, such as "imbroglio of life" (not to

mention it sounds trite) and "the gray hollow highway."

The final revision came about after discussing the poem

with friends whose ideas about poetry I respect. Again,

this is not a necessary step I follow in writing a poem and

getting it to a final version. If they, my friends, happen

to be present at an appropriate time and don't seem as

though they would be bored with reading it, I ask them for

their response to the work. The final version appears as

follows:

Guadelupe Hike

Snow first morning.

Hot-cool breeze.

The mule deer ate the pepperoni Pete fed them from hand.

Full and becoming cold, they left for cover.

White temples moving down.

Disappearing before touching our faces.

The philosopher had taken me along with

his small son who was never far behind or ahead.

Pete! Petey! Not too far!

The antelope feet on the moist trail.

Frost covered prairie grass clumps scraped clean.

Yeah, dad!
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The last night as we sat around the camp stove

drinking hot Red Zinger tea,

opaque stream rising not above our foreheads,

the philosopher invoked the name of Muir.

A wild call to stone during dusk.

Trees vibrated the sound.

Two scissortails chirped at each other.

I did not know it possible, this wild call,

until I saw those ponderosa pines dug deep into Bear

Canyon's steep sides: the limestone, the ancient reef.

The trees rolled into taste

the snowy pine needle water we had the night before.

The madrone trees rolled back bark to fleshy red.

I held a stone and was silent to call.

Bottom of the cliff,

a mile down,

brown-pink desert

lay in wavering heat stillness.

I notice as I write this examination that most of my final

revision is not in changing the language, but in making sure

I create as specific an image as possible. For example, the

line, "Hot-cool breeze the mule deer left for cover," is not

really the image I wanted to the reader to see. Does this
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specifically explain that the deer left for cover because of

the cold? The reader had been given the information that it

was snowing, but the wind was "Hot-cool,I" not obviously

cold. I remember asking myself during revision if the idea

is really accessible. It seemed to me that it wasn't, so I

thought back to what the exact events were during that time.

I remembered Pete had fed them his breakfast meat (Pepperoni

because it is easy to pack), and that snow had been falling

both before and after this. Then, I remembered that when an

animal is full it becomes cold more quickly. Listing the

facts I finally came up with "Hot-cool breeze. The mule

deer ate the pepperoni Pete fed them from hand. Full and

becoming cold, they left for cover." Same situation, but by

listing more facts I achieved what I had wanted to. The

feeling of the cold is strengthened both by the deer being

full and leaving for cover, but also by my being able to add

the word "cold" without making an obvious and dull reference

to the weather. Using similar strategy, I changed much of

the rest of the poem ("Birds did chirp." to "Two

scissortails chirped at each other." etc). I try not change

the meaning of the poem in any way during this revision; I

just make sure the meaning has a chance to say itself.

In examining the revisions of "Guadelupe Hike" I

realize I don't have a methodology of writing poetry. This

one worked out this way, but the next may be different.

Though I am unsure, I think despite the large number of
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books telling a "young poet" how to go about writing poetry

(drills, schedules, specific revision instructions) that

most writers go about their work just as spontaneously as I

do. Just as poems vary so, too, does their inception and

creation. For this reason I have remained skeptical about

attempts at a methodology, either mine or someone else's.

hope within the above text I have avoided the suggestion of

a systematic writing procedure (that I don't follow). And

yet I hope I have provided some interesting information

about my writing process.
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Stones, Beer Cans, and Other Pieces

of These Poems
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Childhood Passing

Naked boys dancing in rain.

Hot dust rising like steam.

Moving feet, pelts ruffled in

wind. Clouds, thumbnail color,

loosen rain. Rivers on dry

ground to firm mud floors.

Flailing legs, quick slim legs,

moving like Johnson stalks

in a summer shower.

Between the growth of dark, coarse

hair and the rattling of dried grass,

the roar of laughter begins the storm.
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Then

It was somehow in the second

the firespark popped.

I saw the curve of your face

against the elms.

The fire neither blazed nor faded,

but burned with an even glow.

The tea kettle boiling over

the fire. The water sounding

like soft footsteps. You stood, silent,

watching the still, black sky.

Behind you I noticed a firefly dwindle

away between the dark elms.

Somehow, just that second.
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Tsau means Fuck in Chinese (To Ning)

It was that drunken chinaman

who started it all, telling

of his vision of the two lovers.

The girl with a surprised, wet

smile from his intrusion.

The one drop hanging heavy, sensuous on her lower lip.

It continued at the beer joint,

playing pinball against the narrative guys,

two poets. He would scream, "Tsau!"

or "Ezra Pound!" and laugh,

but never hit the ball.

The rest of us would complain

about not having eaten,

and he would say, "Barley's food! OK!

Beer's wet barley!" buy more and say,

"Eat! Eat!"

Almost a year later, I am

sitting in the same bar.

Two lovers are kissing, see me staring,

and the girl wipes her mouth.
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It is this I understand.

Song

The rain falls as though greening the forest.

Ascending the path, touched by foliage

webs, we climb. New gold rings shining.

There is song: the beat of drops on wet leaves.

There is song: in-step, out-of-step of feet.

There is more than song.

A bird flutters, removing rain,

and melts quietly back into the sound.

Bootsteps rhythmic, we climb and listen.
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. . . and there is another born

Light fast bouncing from

tree to tree. First and singular,

animal's angular sound, and sound.

Green still gray or black

becomes new color.

Mist steaming from grass

like fresh skin-in cold

morning air.

Pale flesh sky, iron blue

on edges, horizon defined.

Sanguine burst, black to red,

yet green.

Warm Gaia, weakened,

touches wet, young grass.

Raise my arms in praise,

I am a father and alone.
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The motion that crashes on sand,

that swirls the sparkling quartz,

that lifts the piper's leg to run,

I cannot know, cannot guess.

And yet in this foamy digress,

I can see being become

in a watery whip of some

grains. In all these crests pending,

there is both a burst and ending.
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A Finale of Indian and Land

Scuttling from Houston to Dallas,

cold reaching far below Centerville,

I knew he waved, "O:SDA"

No ice reaches here, far less.

Three days he hung on to die,

wingtips of hawk frozen.

No blackened sky, just dead white

ground. Orated mesquite, vivid sign.

My uncle fell, his face to earth.

Terra-cotta color to terra-cotta.

Fast streams stood still.

His marginal sublime birth.

O:SDA = Goodbye in Cherokee
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When My Father Resolves

Two uncles, grandad

swam to terranean graves.

My father lit three candles.

He has yet to see them splashing.

3 'skins have died.

One remains in tears.

3 stones lie in order

at a bottom of some creek.

An earthen mound in Lueters grows.

Pile them high, three bodies, the dirt.

Facelift for dust.

Moist sod, fresh skin.
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Last

I have thought on these

linear planes of light

dawn through the window shades

heard him move about on dim pastel lawn alone

the last he said he was

shrugging high

the tan sluggish coat on his tapered shoulders

squinted eyes

he looked at the sun

rubbed his hands quickly

warming them held them to the rays coming between the trees.

There is an obligation in being final.
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Occurrence

There is the dirt in carpet,

the open eyes of cat that

feet press and move.

Swivel in my chair,

move my book.

Noticing the temper that arises

in objects, distempered,

I look outward. The gentian

still grows, aware of my

window.

I ease in my chair.

All is about me again.
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Looking Outward

I.

These are the beginnings: the must of beer

drifting from beneath the porch light, the yellow

porch light which illuminates the immediate

area, the rain that pelts the must leaving gaping

holes in the smell, the dark night which fills the

outer area, the breeze which rustles the oaks, the

aluminum chair in which I sit, the silent pages resting

upon crossed knees, the scratching pencil which moves

across the paper.

II.

The road that leads toward the setting sun,

that leads toward the aging home, I follow.

A saffron smoke of light drifts across a darkening land.

Clouds billow black over black and gray scrub oaks stand,

flanked by horizontal reds. The dust-wind

hums an indolent note in the vents of

a window air conditioner that's hollow.

The house was my parent's home. It is

the memoirs of my family. The screened porch

is torn and the doors are broken.

The rooms are silent. A heavy
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musk of animal droppings fills the air.

The vacant kitchen breeds old smells of indifference.

I walk to the bedroom in which I was sired

and observe the only remaining relic. The large mirror,

which we used on Sunday mornings, is broken.

I take a piece and squeeze it tightly.

Slowly, some blood trickles across a pallid hand.

Leaving the house and angry, I throw

the piece of mirror hard and far.

It tumbles through the air casting hundreds

of separate yellow reflections across a dark plain.

I am weary of this.

Surely now, comes a cool breeze.

Surely now, comes a soft rain.

III.

"Is it you?"

"Yes, it is I." The one who wrote to you of

the epiphany of seeing the dimpled mouse's ass

waddling across the tile leaving pinhead turds

where it may.

"How long since I last saw you?"

"A long time." Long since the time I took you

to the Trinity and poked the fly-blown carcass

of a gar to prove to you dead muscle can move.
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"Where have you been?"

"Around." Having left the town we held common

and in which we held with entwined limbs.

"Oh, we are so different now! What happened?"

"I guess that's life." I bear that the differences

between us began with your saying my writing

made you nauseated.

"Are you seeing anyone?"

"No, not really." Unless one considers sight

an intimate act.

"It has been nice to see you!"

"Yes, and you." If one really believes in the

past and wants to see it.

"Shall we get together sometime?"

"Yes, we shall." My god, how utterly

alone we really are.

IV.

The old peacocks fill the front pew.

The jeweled hands and ears are put to use

and turquoise or fuchsia clad torsos begin to stretch.

The slight tulle trim dances on warbling necks.

--Time is now fleeting, the moments are passing,--

A varied unison of soprano caws

is raised high and languorously.

--Passing from you and from me.--
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These aging ones in taffeta

softly brush against each other.

--Shadows are gathering, death-beds are coming.--

--Coming for you and for me.--

One weeps a tear that rolls

atop a pallid cheek.

It is wiped away by another's hand.

--Come home, Come home.--

--Ye, who are weary, Come home.--

They hug, seek someone

and hug others next to them

and all move in cautious sway.

--Softly and tenderly, Jesus is calling,--

--Calling 0 sinner, Come home.--

V.

I am weary of all these. Waiting for

distant calls to union, I am weary.

Somewhere, migrant birds are lifting from earth.

In a single push, they stretch out and move,

lift and gyre once, off to some far landing.

I am weary and left with these: beer, porch

light, rain, night, breeze, oaks, chair, paper, pencil.

I drink hard from the beer. It mixes
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with salt, tight and dry around my lips.

I rub sore eyes and weakly grin, laugh deeply and

think about pissing, but too tired to move.

Somehow, dawn has crept in.

A discordant ray drifts in amid the black.

barn owl coos from the woods and

all these pieces begin day.

It is a perverse habit, but I live

wryly smiling, creating homes where possible.
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Wildness

I have taken my chair across the street

to read in a small wood, still wild, untouched

between trimmed lawns. A for-sale sign is forced

into this ground and stands for eyes to meet.

With equal presence it stands next to oak

connected in the part of lost future.

I place my chair beside them, read a page,

think of what Wordsworth was trying to say.

How is it nature fares like this? Living

past its myth what does it give but dead green?

What permanence lies in this to be tomb?

What aged lies will die in this decaying home?

What form will rise from the ruined red clay which

will cover the withering trunks of oak?
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Writing

The pen moves

in reflex

and tens i o n - pull

of the veins

that move in wrist. Motion

over

a page.

Up-down balance scratch

left- symmetry -right.

Calm,

heavy black

dancing through corridors.

II.

Neither the way the stone rested in the sand,

nor my thinning scalp leaving a hair on the paper

as I saw the stone and wanted only one on the page,

changed much.

It was some minor act, conscious or not,

that pushed the pen around-

grit and single hair clinging to the head.
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Tree Bashing

We finished the winebag

on the lift. The white sparrow-snow

floated down and melted

in the red stream, the cool Zinfandel

sharp, tingling on my tongue.

Chuck, holding his crouch with heavy-gloved

hand, closed his eyes, strained,

and murmured, "Tree bash! We gotta

Tree Bash!"

Confused, I followed him

down the run. Bent in two

at his waist, he avoided others.

The kids always falling in front

trying some impossible move,

the noise of the other skiers

like an imposing, cold wind.

Halfway down, he took a detour.

Directly off the slope through

firs. I followed his tracks, indented

threads weaving through trees.

When he stopped, we were far
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from the run, other skiers.

Quiet, still, except for the gray squirrel

overhead. He moaned pleasure,

was pissing in the snow, and said,

"Ah, Tree bashing." The smooth

yellow stream steaming in the air against

the cool white. A wide hole

in the tainted crystals

reaching to the umber ground.

I pissed too,

thinking such reckless wildness.

Two days later, we were skiing

with a friend. We waited

on the run as he similarly drifted

away in the trees.

Then, as some released animal,

he darted from the green fence.

Tucked down, his face was stretched

in a wide, frozen smile. We looked

at each other

and took off to catch him.

The laughter peeled between

openness of the slope,

sounding between the dark firs

over our yellow-stained marks.
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Late Night Poem

I remember still certain portions:

I was drunk, alone in the unplowed field.

A porch light in the distance shone

in a rabbit's black glassy eye.

It moved and I couldn't find it.

I thought of the long-haired guy

I had seen eight times that day

and how he kept looking at the scuff marks

on his pointed shoes

or the three girls in distracted clothing

walking away that afternoon.

The field shook, waved, and lay still.

A wind moved against my neck

and I rubbed, closed my eyes,

leaned against my car.

A word hung about my mouth and left

as the hay sprigs became silent.

Nothing spoken, nor sound heard.
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Possum

The story is from my brother-in-law.

He spoke from his weakened easy chair,

beer stains on flannel shirt,

portions of food on bearded jowl.

Them old possums are nasty.

I was hunting on a farm once,

a field wide like a lake.

Came upon a cow, dead-bloated,

huge in the belly, pregnant-like.

A hole bored in its stiff stomach

hide and there was a rumbling in there,

contortions, moving and dead.

Then like some great Caesarian birth

a possum poked his head out the belly,

a half-rotted intestine in its mouth

and happy 'cause its bone white teeth gleamed.

The look on his face as he spoke the last line,

bloated coins remembered the seeing,

the birth of knowing.
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The cat bit concrete

like an old, rolled newspaper

with edges fluttering in the draft,

like a beer can run over

by a front tire.

Its striped back legs kicked twice,

then lay still.

When I picked it up,

it fell in two pieces.

I buried it beneath the juniper

as the lesbian owner wept

and scratched the cleft between

her nose and cheek.

It did grow better.
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Pond

We stood on the dam of the dirty pond.

Dad said many years before his dog died

here. He couldn't understand it. It swam like

a duck and sank like a brown furry rock.

He was a child too small to swim that far.

Now, he just sighed. I told

him of Eliot's mermaids, but he would

have nothing to do with resurrection.

As we left, the brown waves rose like

fur, an angry dog unable to surface.
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To Artemis

She swam nude in the Travertine that night,

a firmament in the midst of cool, black

water. Her glistening breasts on surface

swirled the stillness, lines behind reflection

of abstract moon, mocking a petal's swell.

I crouched lower behind the briar, watched.

This whole beauty never seen in full light.
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Another Night in a Cafe

She leaned her pencil arms perpendicular

to prop an inquisitive chin, Blaring a gaze

at a Clark Gable poster and one feisty moustache

hair fighting its way against the grain, she said

she was like this paper rebel hair.

"A waitress smile, stand their bitter farts

and speak of asphalt. Out those grease-slick windows

a white soul walks."

Two hours more we watched those windows thicken.

I began reading this poem.

As she left, we noticed mutual leavings.
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An Elegy

The whistle bleating over young girl's eyes.

Railroad tracks, here and far,

parallel lines, never moving,

point-by-point ties.

"She was drunk! Passed out, you know!"

What moved then? and messages sent

like whistle, rumble, light?

That huge horse in pace,

dark winds spreading, cut.

The distance beneath that touch,

muddled magenta and fixed steel.

"He tried to save her! You know!

Took that wild african shirt as a tourniquet

on her severed leg!"

Sometimes, on similar warm nights,

I wonder and drink more:

motion inert, and everywhere.
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State School Poem

It was past dusk,

and the retarded men and I

sat in the field.

The stars, just as the grass and field,

were there in the shaded sky.

I could feel the dew forming.

It also was there.

At the state school, this was

our allotted hour, by state law,

and this was their decision.

These fifteen old, retarded men

had been here before, knew it.

We looked toward the west,

where a radio tower light blinked

red through the night. Some said

they looked at that thing from

their dorm windows instead of sleeping.

I asked them, "What is it?"

A spaceship.

A comet.
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A dance hall.

An airplane.

A bar.

A marine.

Twenty years that question asked

by themselves or others, their eyes

fixed in awkward strain.

The light blinked on their slanted faces

and drooling lips gleamed bright.

The oak leaves from a windbreak

shone strange, red and black.

We were quiet. One wiped away his drool.

Another coughed. I was not so sure.

We sat in wonder, that something there

in the black distance.
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This oak

(to a Blackbird)

1.

The dawn on the furry underside

of oak leaf- dew like embryonic wetness

in my seeing it.

2.

The oak is one of five in my yard.

It is old, gnarled and effuses sap in spring-

a home for two grackles.

3.

I scratched my hand on its broken limb.

My flesh hand rubbed against it-

rough bark absorbed the separate blood.

4.

A car broke one of its limbs, hung over the street.

I pulled it away from the trunk-

it lay broken in the compost heap.

5.

From the broken end, ants ran.

They had carved holes in the cellulose-

crawled, lifelike and trenchant, through it.
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6.

A bird flew straight through its limbs.

It did not slow, nor waver-

must not have seen it.

7.

Tree limbs dodge and dart.

The wind doesn't move them-

simply wish to part.

8.

I have not seen the wind against this oak,

have removed mistletoe growths. This oak is at least here-

brutal, here.
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Rain

What can this rain do?

The gladiola has not swayed.

My tea steams only slightly more

but still hot.

The mint droops, heavier, but is more green to light.

The taste of leaf shows it has not changed.

Though difficult to know,

the sidewalk will dry tomorrow

under a fallow sun into its usual gray-white.

The raindrop fallen on this page smears the lead print.

It is difficult to write over.

This is all.
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Guadelupe Hike

Snow first morning.

Hot-cool breeze.

The mule deer ate the pepperoni Pete fed them from hand.

Full and becoming cold, they left for cover.

White temples moving down.

Disappearing before touching our faces.

The philosopher had taken me along with

his small son who was never far behind or ahead.

Pete! Petey! Not too far!

The antelope feet on the moist trail.

Frost covered prairie grass clumps scraped clean.

Yeah, dad!

The last night as we sat around the camp stove

drinking hot Red Zinger tea,

opaque stream rising not above our foreheads,

the philosopher invoked the name of Muir.

A wild call to stone during dusk.

Trees vibrated the sound.

Two scissortails chirped at each other.

I did not know it possible, this wild call,
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until I saw those ponderosa pines dug deep into Bear

Canyon's steep sides: the limestone, the ancient reef.

The trees rolled into taste

the snowy pine needle water we had the night before.

The madrone trees rolled back bark to fleshy red.

I held a stone and was silent to call.

Bottom of the cliff,

a mile down,

brown-pink desert

lay in wavering heat stillness.
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Letter for Myself Searching

Badger Bar, Rydal, England

We arrived the night before, took a train and walked to
Rydal from Ambleside. Mid-afternoon, we arrived at a bar,
having walked Loughrigg Fell. The bartender was already
eyeing his watch. A young man walked ahead of me, said,
"Pint o' Stones 'lease." The bartender pumped the brass
lever. The froth rolled over the side of the glass, thick
like molasses. I stepped up, tried the dialect. He stared
at me blankly.

The rain came in hard that night,

the wolf spider web in the gothic window

pulsing with the wind.

The transparent lines in stain glass mock,

black cloud descending on Rydal water.

The geese swam toward the tree line.

The goslings swam behind, same color as the water:

down feather fur extensions of water.

When the rain came through the window,

I rose from the bed to close it.

Mrs. Cook began by talking about the wild rhodo's

displaced from India by members of the military

and ended with the story of the pilot

who crashed on Scafell in the winter.

All this, while perfectly pouring the earl gray,

dull gurgle of the hot tea swirling in the cup,
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and smoothly passing the saucer with the biscuits.

"It wasn't the crash that unhinged him.

He lived through it. But the cold that night-

frostbite took his toes the first year

and every year a new finger."

He did little for himself,

she moved here and there for him,

stirring his tea, opening and closing things.

Stood on the pike alone

breathing hard, panting pain through my chest

I looked over the lakes, the gray water.

Someone had marked the peak with a cairn of small stones.

My wife sitting by the tarn below,

her feet in the water. Gray as it was,

I could see her chalk white legs below the water,

epileptic bend below her knees.

Clenched my fists

till the knuckles showed bone.

I started down, first slow, then faster.

Fourteen tourists were crammed in the corner of the

graveyard.

Why is he buried here,

so awkward a place,

so inaccessible?
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Two men held their children high to see the stones

over the others' shoulders.

Fresh paperbacks were in three women's hands.

"Suzy, lean over there a little farther.

Put your arm around the stone.

Yeah, get the book in there too."

We had started the hike early that morning,

the mists of the dark, wet night heavy in the air.

Our clothes already damp at 1500 feet.

But as we made the first peak

the sun broke,

new light on the slate cairns.

The dew dried on their east sides.

We could not lose our way.

We began the last ascent, Bow Fell, at midday.

The valley before was filled with sheep and bracken.

The farmer stared at us, drew deeper from his pipe.

A blue-gray cloud around his cheeks, then gone.

Half way up I saw the clouds coming in.

A colorless muscle expanding over the fells.

I asked her as we continued up,

"Have you ever touched a cloud?"

"No, can you?"

_
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Freshly cut grass on the stone,

a few moist blades clinging to the old granite.

I noticed the caretaker a few graves away,

never looking up at the crowd.

He swiftly moved the weedeater front

and behind of each grave,

his dog leashed to Hartley's cross.

The labrador was stretched out, tired and motionless.

I asked him,

"What's it like to mow Wordsworth's grave?"

"Due w'at?"

We sat on the peak,

monolithic black granite stones,

ate treacle, gingerbread.

We drank an orange soda with chaser of scotch.

The treacle

smooth and sweet on my tongue

The scotch and orange

followed in unique warmth.

Quiet,

we waited as the clouds moved in,

first under us,

then engulfing.

I heard the rain murmur across the valley below.

She held out her arms, drops of water forming on the hair.
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The old mist lethargic on her thin, flexed forearms.

"No, but you can be there."

There,

when I took the twig from the yew tree,

overhanging the north side of his grave,

the sharp smell of sap

the green plumage of the leaves stretched out

the shuffle of plastic raincoats

crowded on the walkway,

I asked the deep-hewn name on the stone silently,

"Whither is fled the visionary gleam?"

The rain came down straight at first,

a numbing music unchanging.

Wind soon joined in.

The ferns on the side of the hill

moved in slow green swells.

"Could you close the window please, hon.

It's coming in."

I rose,

drank bitter from the can on the nightstand,

walked to the window.

Standing there, I watched the rain.

The moisture swelling in drops on the spider web.

-
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So these are the last efforts of immortality.

"David, please. The rain."

Removed the spider web. Closed the window,

secured the latch.

s g 11 1 - I - - , -
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Morning Song

The pith that blasts morning,

that moves common bodies past the window,

the repetitious shadows against a familiar curtain,

that rests the shaking thighs,

destroys the night.

Cover her still form with the sheet,

coarse, yellow feet scoot across a quiet carpet.
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Genus: an analogy to the Navajo-Hopi land dispute

In a wide plain

two wildflowers are

pushed together by a warm breeze.

Indian Paintbrush and Winecup,

violet to scarlet,

sacrifice and bless.

They fuse their bloods as two and one.

Two petals touch,

red to red.
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To a Modern Anteaus

Drove the motorcycle as far as I could.

Camp near Chama, New Mexico

in the hills.

The burnt cedar rises from

adobe chimneys in the valley.

No way to start a fire.

Drink cold tea soaking the bags in the canteen.

Wrap myself in coat and sleeping bag.

Huddle next to the exhaust pipes.

Hold my testicles to warm my hands.

Grit my teeth and mumble.

I was sired by black seas and stone.

I will die only when separated from land.

-- -r4z-lw- , -I.. , * - - - - - I - - -


